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People come to DJing from different places and for different reasons, but they can be split into those who love the music, those who want to make money, and those who think that DJing is cool and want to be famous. You may fall into one, or all three of these categories, but the most important one is loving the music.

If you’re a good DJ, and get lucky, you may become rich and famous, but when you’re starting off, if you don’t love the music, you may become easily bored and impatient with the time and practise you need to invest in your skills, and quit. Even if you do manage to get good at DJing, if you don’t love playing and listening to the music, night after night working in clubs will start to feel too much like work. DJing isn’t work; it’s getting paid to do something you love.

When I started DJing, I already loved the music, but the first time I experienced the true skill of a DJ working a crowd (Sasha, Ibiza 1996) I fell in love with DJing, and knew I wanted to be one. The mechanics of it didn’t occur to me until I first stood in front of two turntables and a mixer, all I wanted to do was play other people’s music and have control over a crowd

       About the Author
   
John Steventon is a successful club DJ and the creator of Recess.co.uk, a leading online resource for aspiring DJs.
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Cloud Computing for Enterprise Architectures (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2011

	Cloud Computing is emerging as a pervasive and consumer-driven utility that is attracting great interest from entrepreneurs, innovators and technology evangelists, as well as the ‘connected’ public at large. The shift from a focus upon IT, to a more assertive focus upon business, further strengthens the case for cloud adoption,...
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The Toyota Way: 14 Management Principles From The World's Greatest ManufacturerMcGraw-Hill, 2003
What Can Your Business Learn From Toyota?

	Double or triple the speed of any business process  
	Build quality into workplace systems  
	Eliminate the huge costs of hidden waste  
	Turn every employee into a quality control inspector 


With a market capitalization greater...
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Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices (Philips Research Book Series)Springer, 2005
Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices addresses a subject that is becoming more important over the years. On the one hand the arrival of home networks is imminent, and on the other hand we notice that chips integrate more and more functionality. The home network interconnects the Consumer...
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Microsoft System Center 2012 Service Manager CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	System Center 2012 Service Manager builds on its predecessor System Center Service Manager 2010, by extending the ITIL© process features to include Service Request fulfillment, Release Management, and automated orchestration with significant enhancements in its reporting capabilities. The full set of additions and improvements can be...
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Practical Drug Enforcement, Second Edition (Practical Aspects of Criminal and Forensic Investigations)CRC Press, 2001
Police work deals with human nature, which is always changing and, therefore, constantly poses new challenges for the law enforcement officer. The skills learned in basic police training are just that — basic. Officers must seek continual training to keep up with their criminal counterparts.

The investigation of crimes such as...
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Location-Based Information Systems: Developing Real-Time Tracking ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	Location-based services (LBS) are nally coming out of research labs and getting
	into the hands of nal users. It is fairly common to see cellular carriers
	and private companies oering LBS to locate your children, friends, and sites
	of interest, track assets, enhance the security of key personnel, help people
	with disabilities use...
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